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Philosophy 101 Paul Kleinman
The popular author and Boston College philosophy professor, Kreeft, presents
this introduction to philosophy to help beginners not only to understand
philosophy but to fall in love with it. In his forty years of teaching philosophy,
Kreeft says the most effective way to accomplish this purpose is to read
Socrates. Philosophy means "the love of wisdom." Kreeft uses the dialogues of
Socrates in this book to help the reader grow in that love of wisdom. He says that
no master of the art of philosophizing has ever been more simple, clear, and
accessible to beginners as Socrates. He focuses on Plato's dialogues, the
Apology of Socrates, as a model partner for the reader to dialogue with. Kreeft
calls it "the Magna Carta of philosophy," a timeless classic that is "a portable
classroom."
Collected in one volume, here are backfires and blunders that collapsed empires,
crashed economies, and altered the course of the world. From the Maginot Line
to the Cuban Missile Crisis, history is filled with bad moves and not-so-bright
ideas that snowballed into disasters and unintended consequences. This
engrossing book looks at one hundred such tipping points. Japan bombs Pearl
Harbor. The Caliphs of Baghdad spend themselves into bankruptcy. The Aztecs
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greet the Conquistadors with open arms. Mexico invites the Americans to Texasand the Americans never leave. And the rest is history...
An accessible guide to more than 90 of the most important and groundbreaking
milestones in the history of medicine, and the people behind them. How are
illnesses diagnosed? What is cancer? Why are some pandemics so deadly? This
ebook explores big questions like these, explaining the breakthroughs and
discoveries that have shaped our modern-day understanding of medicine and
helped us protect and promote our health. Written in plain English, The Medicine
Book cuts through the jargon and is packed with pithy explanations of the most
important milestones in medical history, with step-by-step diagrams and witty
illustrations that untangle knotty concepts. From ancient medical practices, such
as herbal medications and balancing the humours, through groundbreaking work
including Jenner's experiments with cowpox, which laid the basis for vaccination,
The Medicine Book offers an engaging overview of medical history across the
world all the way into the 21st century with gene manipulation, immunotherapy,
and robotics and telesurgery. Covering the role that therapies and drugs have
played in the human quest to treat and prevent disease, the establishment of
hospitals and later international medical bodies, like the WHO, and medical
science's response to new challenges, such as accelerated antibiotic resistance
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and COVID-19, The Medicine Book explains the stories behind each milestone
development. Continuing the "Big Ideas" series' trademark combination of
authoritative, informative text, and bold graphics, The Medicine Book uses an
innovative visual approach to make the subject accessible to everyone, whether
you're a student of medicine or science, a medical professional, or an armchair
expert.
A perfect introduction for students and laypeople alike, A Degree in a Book:
Philosophy provides you with all the concepts you need to understand the
fundamental issues. Filled with helpful diagrams, suggestions for further reading,
and easily digestible features on the history of philosophy, this book makes
learning the subject easier than ever. Including ideas from Aristotle and Zeno to
Descartes and Wittgenstein, it covers the whole range of western thought. By the
time you finish reading this book, you will be able to answer questions like: •
What is truth? • What can I really know? • How can I live a moral life? • Do I
have free will?
From perception tests and the Rorschach blots to B. F. Skinner and the stages of
development, this primer for human behavior is packed with hundreds of ...
psychology basics and insights...
Discover the world's greatest thinkers and their groundbreaking notions! Too
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often, textbooks turn the noteworthy theories, principles, and figures of
philosophy into tedious discourse that even Plato would reject. Philosophy 101
cuts out the boring details and exhausting philosophical methodology, and
instead, gives you a lesson in philosophy that keeps you engaged as you explore
the fascinating history of human thought and inquisition. From Aristotle and
Heidegger to free will and metaphysics, Philosophy 101 is packed with hundreds
of entertaining philosophical tidbits, illustrations, and thought puzzles that you
won't be able to find anywhere else. So whether you're looking to unravel the
mysteries of existentialism, or just want to find out what made Voltaire tick,
Philosophy 101 has all the answers--even the ones you didn't know you were
looking for.
What is the meaning of life? Are we truly free? How can we make ethical
choices? Discover the answers to life's greatest questions. Demystifying the key
ideas of the world's greatest philosophers, and exploring all of the most important
branches of philosophical thought in a uniquely visual way, this book is the
perfect introduction to the history of philosophy. How Philosophy Works
combines bold infographics and jargon-free text to demystify fundamental
concepts about the nature of reality. Covering everything from ethics to
epistemology and phenomenology, the book presents the ideas and theories of
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key philosophical traditions and philosophers - from Plato and Socrates to
Nietzsche and Wittgenstein via Kant - in a novel, easy-to-understand way. Its
infographics will help you to understand the elements of philosophy on a
conceptual level and, by tackling life's "big questions", it will help you to look at
the world in an entirely new way. With its unique graphic approach and clear,
authoritative text, How Philosophy Works is the perfect introduction to
philosophy, and the ideal companion to DK's The Philosophy Book in the "Big
Ideas" series.
An inspirational guide to the angels includes a superbly illustrated thirty-five card
deck explaining the different types and roles of angels, and offers meaningful
guidance on drawing from the spiritual power of the higher orders.
If you’ve forgotten a thing or two since school, now you can go from knowing
jack sh*t to knowing your sh*t in no time! This highly entertaining, useful and fun
trivia book fills the gaps, offering hundreds of bite-sized facts about history,
grammar, math, and more! Get ready to relearn all the crap you were taught in
school and then promptly forgot. Who can keep all that information in their head
anyway? Now you can! With All the Sh*t You Should Have Learned, you’ll be
schooled in history, language arts, math, science, and foreign language—all the
stuff you were taught at one point but now regret not remembering. From
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translating Roman numerals to remembering the difference between further and
farther, we’ve got you covered. You’ll brush up on the Crusades, revisit the
structure of the Victorian novel, get a refresher on Chaos Theory, and much
more! Maybe this time you’ll remember.
Explore the mysteries of morality and the concept of right and wrong with this
accessible, engaging guide featuring basic facts along with an overview of
modern-day issues ranging from business ethics and bioethics to political and
social ethics. Ethics 101 offers an exciting look into the history of moral principles
that dictate human behavior. Unlike traditional textbooks that overwhelm, this
easy-to-read guide presents the key concepts of ethics in fun, straightforward
lessons and exercises featuring only the most important facts, theories, and
ideas. Ethics 101 includes unique, accessible elements such as: -Explanations of
the major moral philosophies including utilitarianism, deontology, virtue ethics,
and eastern philosophers including Avicenna, Buddha, and Confucius. -Classic
thought exercises including the trolley problem, the sorites paradox, and agency
theory -Unique profiles of the greatest characters in moral philosophy -An
explanation of modern applied ethics in bioethics, business ethics, political ethics,
professional ethics, organizational ethics, and social ethics From Plato to JeanPaul Sartre and utilitarianism to antirealism, Ethics 101 is jam-packed with
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enlightening information that you can’t get anywhere else!
Explore the fascinating myths of Greek and Roman civilizations! The tales of
gods and heroes are often turned into tedious discourse that even Ovid would
reject. This easy-to-read guide cuts out the boring details, and instead, provides
you with a thrilling lesson in classic mythology. From the heights of Mt. Olympus
to the depths of the Underworld, this book takes you on an unforgettable journey
through all the major myths born in ancient Greece and Rome, such as Achilles's
involvement in the Trojan War; Pluto's kidnapping of the beautiful Proserpina;
and the slaying of Medusa by Perseus, the heroic demi-god. You'll also learn all
about the wonders of the world as well as the greatest creatures ever recorded in
history. Like Charon navigating the River of Wailing, Mythology 101 will guide you
through the most glorious (and completely terrifying) tales the ancient world has
to offer.
Written by two philosophers and a theologian, this book provides easy access to
key terms in philosophy and how they are understood and used in theology. The
focused entries discuss what the terms have meant in classical and
contemporary philosophy and then shift to what these philosophical
understandings have meant in the history of Christian theology to the present
day. The result is a unique volume that clearly shows the interplay of these
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disciplines and how theology has been influenced by the language and
vocabulary of philosophy.
Socialism 101 is a comprehensive and accessible guide to the historical and
modern applications of socialism. In today’s political climate, more and more
presidential candidates are espousing socialist—or democratic socialist—policies.
Once associated with oppression, socialism is now a current topic of
conversation with everyday Americans, including policies like taxing the rich and
healthcare for all. But what exactly is socialism and why does it spark such an
intense debate? Socialism 101 provides an easy-to-understand, unbiased
overview to the nearly 300-year-old origins of this mode of government, its
complex history, basic constructs, modern-day interpretations, key figures in its
development, and up-to-date concepts and policies in today’s world. As
capitalism has become less appealing and socialism experiences a surge in
popularity, the need for clarification of what it means has never been more
necessary than now.
This revolutionary book empowers its readers by exploring enduring, challenging,
and timely philosophical issues in new essays written by expert women
philosophers. The book will inspire and entice these philosophers' younger
counterparts, curious readers of all genders, and all who support equity in
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philosophy. If asked to envision a philosopher, people might imagine a bearded
man, probably Greek, perhaps in a toga, pontificating about abstract ideas. Or
they might think of that same man in the Enlightenment, gripping a quill pen and
pouring universal truths onto a page. They may even call to mind a much more
modern man, wearing a black sweater and smoking a cigarette in a Paris café,
expressing existential angst in a new novel or essay. What people are unlikely to
picture, though, is a woman. Women have historically been excluded from the
discipline of philosophy and remain largely marginalized in contemporary
textbooks and anthologies. The under-representation of women in secondary and
post-secondary curricula makes it harder for young women to see themselves as
future philosophers. In fact, it makes it harder for all people to engage the
valuable contributions that women have made and continue to make to
intellectual thought. While some progress has been made in building a more
inclusive world of philosophy, especially in the last fifty years, important work
remains to be done. Philosophy for Girls helps correct the pervasive and
problematic omission of women from philosophy. Divided into four sections that
connect to major, primary fields in philosophy (metaphysics, epistemology, social
and political philosophy, and ethics), this anthology is unique: chapters are all
written by women, and each chapter opens with an anecdote about a girl or
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woman from mythology, history, art, literature, or science to introduce chapter
topics. Further, nearly all primary and secondary sources used in the chapters
are written by women philosophers. The book is written in a rigorous, academic
spirit but in lively and engaging prose, making serious philosophical insights
accessible to readers who are new to philosophy. This book appeals to a wide
audience. Individual readers will find value in these pages--especially girls and
women ages 16-24, as well as university and high school educators and students
who want a change from standard anthologies that include few or no women. The
book's contributors both represent and map the diverse landscape of philosophy,
highlighting its engagement with themes of gender and equity. In doing so, they
encourage philosophers current and future philosophers to explore new territory
and further develop the topography of the field. Philosophy for Girls is a rigorous
yet accessible entry-point to philosophical contemplation designed to inspire a
new generation of philosophers.
A crash course in managing productive, successful, and happy employees!
Effective employee management is imperative to a business' success, but all too
often management books turn the important details of best practices into tedious
reading that would put even a CEO to sleep. Management 101 cuts out the
boring explanations of management policies, and instead provides hand-on
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lessons that keep you engaged as you learn how to manage productive, happy
employees. From hiring and firing to delegating and coaching, this primer is
packed with hundreds of entertaining tidbits and concepts that you won't be able
to get anywhere else. So whether you're a business owner, a middle-manager
with many direct reports, or an entry-level employee learning to supervise interns,
Management 101 has all the answers--even the ones you didn't know you were
looking for.
A thoroughly updated and substantially expanded edition of an acclaimed
anthology This is a thoroughly updated and substantially expanded new edition of
one of the most popular, wide-ranging, and engaging anthologies of Western
political thinking, one that spans from antiquity to the twenty-first century. In
addition to the majority of the pieces that appeared in the original edition, this
new edition features exciting new selections from more recent thinkers who
address vital contemporary issues, including identity, cosmopolitanism, global
justice, and populism. Organized chronologically, the anthology brings together a
fascinating array of writings--including essays, book excerpts, speeches, and
other documents—that have indelibly shaped how politics and society are
understood. Each chronological section and thinker is presented with a brief,
lucid introduction, making this a valuable reference as well as reader. A
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thoroughly updated and substantially expanded edition of an acclaimed
anthology of political thought Features a wide range of thinkers, including
Thucydides, Plato, Aristotle, Cicero, Augustine, Aquinas, Christine de Pizan,
Machiavelli, Luther, Calvin, Hobbes, Spinoza, Locke, Swift, Hume, Rousseau,
Adam Smith, Jefferson, Burke, Olympes de Gouges, Wollstonecraft, Kant, Hegel,
Bentham, Mill, de Tocqueville, Frederick Douglass, Lincoln, Marx, Nietzsche,
Lenin, John Dewey, Gaetano Mosca, Roberto Michels, Weber, Emma Goldman,
Freud, Einstein, Mussolini, Arendt, Hayek, Franklin D. Roosevelt, T. H. Marshall,
Orwell, Leo Strauss, de Beauvoir, Fanon, Martin Luther King Jr., Malcolm X,
Havel, Fukuyama, Mitchell Cohen, Habermas, Foucault, Rawls, Nozick, Walzer,
Iris Marion Young, Martha Nussbaum, Peter Singer, Amartya Sen, and JanWerner Müller Includes brief introductions for each thinker
Why does philosophy give some people a headache, others a real buzz, and yet
others a feeling that it is subversive and dangerous? Why do a lot of people think
philosophy is totally irrelevant? What is philosophy anyway? The ABCs of
philosophy - easy to understand but never simplistic. Beginning with basic
questions posed by the ancient Greeks - What is the world made of? What is a
man? What is knowledge? What is good and evil? - Philosophy For Beginners
traces the development of these questions as the key to understanding how
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Western philosophy developed over the last 2,500 years.
Exploring more than 60 of the most important events in world history, this ebook
is the perfect introduction to the past, and ideal for summer reads. From the birth
of Athenian democracy to the rise and fall of Rome and from the American
Revolution to the landing beaches of World War II, The Little Book of History
brings the past to life. Includes infographics and flowcharts that explain complex
concepts in a simple but exciting way, this ebook examines the events that
shaped our past. Charting the human era from the beginnings of civilization to the
modern culture of today this ebook makes the perfect introduction to the human
story. One of a series of new, compact sister titles to DK's "Big Ideas" series, The
Little Book of History offers you the same combination of clear text and hardworking infographics perfect for vacation reading.
Learn the rules of the English language with this easy and engaging style guide.
Grammar is complicated. But many textbooks and style guides are often so long
and tedious that even English teachers use them as a classroom doorstop.
Grammar 101 is a fun, comprehensive guide focusing on the essentials of
grammar. With simple explanations and entertaining examples, you can learn
everything you need to know to employ commas, semicolons, and em dashes
with confidence. You’ll even be prepared to wrangle your run-on sentences and
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sharpen your syntax with ease. So whether you’re looking for an introduction to
the rules of grammar or a refresher to keep on your desk, Grammar 101 has all
the answers.
The perfect book for young readers looking to explore some of life's biggest
questions. Thousands of years ago, ancient philosophers asked some important
questions: "What is real?", "What is the point of my existence?", "Why is there
evil in the world?", and "What can I know?" These questions have gone on to
spark passionate debates about our existence and how we understand the world
around us. In this engaging and accessible introduction to philosophy, readers
aged 11+ will be introduced to a variety of philosophical ideas through the
teachings of Plato, Confucius, Simone de Beauvoir, and many more. Vibrant,
reader-friendly illustrations bring the history of ideas and thinking to life, and
provide topics for reflection and debate. With biographies of the most influential
philosophers from around the world, young readers will explore the questions that
have been fundamental to the development of scientific study, logical thinking,
religious beliefs, freedom in society, and much more. Thought experiments
peppered throughout will help to connect readers with the theories presented so
they can apply them to their own lives.
Psychologists have always shone a torch, and often a spotlight, into many dark
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corners of the human mind. They study everything, from art preferences to
altruism, coaching to criminality, jokes and humour to justice and honesty, as well
as sex differences, schizophrenia and sociopathy. Psychology can offer clear
descriptions and explanations for all sort of phenomena. More importantly,
psychological research can improve lives in a multitude of ways; many applied
psychologists - e.g. clinical, educational, counselling and work psychologists –
have the primary aim of making people more happy and better able to identify
and realise their full potential. Psychology 101 offers bite-size articles of
psychological science from Adrian Furnham, a seasoned psychologist with a
broad range of expertise. This book is the essential guide for anyone with an
interest - either academic, professional or general - in demystifying and
understanding the fascinating world of psychological history, theories, issues and
beliefs.
What existed before the Universe was created? Where does self-worth come
from? Do the ends always justify the means? The Philosophy Book answers the
most profound questions we all have. It is your visual guide to the fundamental
nature of existence, society, and how we think. Discover what it means to be
free, whether science can predict the future, or how language shapes our
thoughts. Learn about the world's greatest philosophers, from Plato and
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Confucius to modern thinkers such as Chomsky and Derrida and follow charts
and timelines that graphically show the progression of ideas and logic. Written in
plain English, with concise explanations of branches of philosophy such as
metaphysics and ethics, it untangles complicated theories and makes sense of
abstract concepts. It is an ideal reference whether you're a student or a general
reader, with simple explanations of big ideas, including the four noble truths, the
soul, class struggle, moral purpose, and good and evil. If you're curious about the
deeper questions in life, The Philosophy Book is both an invaluable reference
and illuminating read.
A comprehensive and complete primer to guide undergraduate philosophy
students
This is the fascinating story of the emergence, from the early 16th to the early
19th century, of great ideas and intellectual systems that shaped modern
thought. Introducing some of the world's most influential thinkers, including
Descartes, Kant and Hume, Kenny looks closely at the main areas of
philosophical exploration in this period.A selection of intriguing and beautiful
illustrations offer a vivid evocation of the human and social side of philosophy.
Philosophy at its best is an activity more than a body of knowledge. In an ancient sense, done
right, it is a healing art. It’s intellectual self-defense. It’s a form of therapy. But it’s also much
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more. Philosophy is map-making for the soul, cartography for the human journey. It’s an
important navigational tool for life that too many modern people try to do without. Philosophy
For Dummies is for anyone who has ever entertained a question about life and this world. In a
conversational tone, the book's author – a modern-day scholar and lecturer – brings the
greatest wisdom of the past into the challenges that we face now. This refreshingly different
guide explains philosophical fundamentals and explores some of the strangest and deepest
questions ever posed to human beings, such as How do we know anything? What does the
word good mean? Are we ever really free? Do human beings have souls? Is there life after
death? Is there a God? Is happiness really possible in our world? This book is chock full of all
those questions you may have long wanted to think about and talk with someone about, but
have never had the time or opportunity to tackle head on. Philosophy For Dummies invites you
to discuss the issues you find in the guide, share perspectives, and compare thoughts and
feelings with someone you respect. You'll find lots of material to mull over with your friends or
spouse, including thoughts on When to doubt, and when to doubt our doubts The universal
demand for evidence and proof The four dimensions of human experience Arguments for
materialism Fear of the process of dying Prayers and small miracles Moral justification for
allowing evil The ancient philosopher Socrates (fifth century, B.C.) thought that, when it comes
to the Ultimate Questions, we all start off as dummies. But if we are humbly aware of how little
we actually know, then we can really begin to learn. Philosophy For Dummies will put you on
the path to wising up as you steer through the experience called life.
Philosophy 101From Plato and Socrates to Ethics and Metaphysics, an Essential Primer on
the History of ThoughtAdams Media
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A perfect introduction for students and laypeople alike, A Degree in a Book: Psychology
provides you with all the concepts you need to understand the fundamental issues. Filled with
helpful diagrams, suggestions for further reading, and easily digestible features on the history
of psychology, this book makes understanding the human mind easier than ever. Including the
theories of Francis Galton, Sigmund Freud, Ivan Pavlov, and many more, it covers the whole
range of psychological research. By the time you finish reading this book, you will be able to
answer questions such as: • How do we learn? • Do groups make better decisions than
individuals? • How do we study the living brain? • What are the components of personality?
Interprets Heidegger’s phenomenological reading of Aristotle’s philosophy. Walter A.
Brogan’s long-awaited book exploring Heidegger’s phenomenological reading of Aristotle’s
philosophy places particular emphasis on the Physics, Metaphysics, Ethics, and Rhetoric.
Controversial and challenging, Heidegger and Aristotle claims that it is Heidegger’s sustained
thematic focus and insight that governs his overall reading of Aristotle, namely, that Aristotle,
while attempting to remain faithful to the Parmenidean dictum regarding the oneness and unity
of being, nevertheless thinks of being as twofold. Brogan offers a careful and detailed analysis
of several of the most important of Heidegger’s treatises on Aristotle, including his assertion
that Aristotle’s twofoldness of being has been ignored or misread in the traditional substanceoriented readings of Aristotle. This groundbreaking study contributes immensely to the
scholarship of a growing community of ancient Greek scholars engaged in phenomenological
approaches to the reading and understanding of Aristotle. Walter A. Brogan is Professor of
Philosophy at Villanova University. He is the coeditor (with James Risser) of American
Continental Philosophy: A Reader and the cotranslator (with Peter Warnek) of Martin
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Heidegger’s Aristotle’s Metaphysics (theta) 1–3: On the Essence and Actuality of Force.
Solve murder problems and robberies, see which fishermen are liars and how a blind man can
identify color ? purely by reasoning! Hours of mind-strengthening entertainment.
The only see-it-and-believe-it guide to whole-body self-diagnosis! Worried about that not-sodistinct mole? Has an online search led you to believe that you're suffering from
neurodermatitis, nasal polyps, or elephantitis? Do you slather on a bottle of sanitizer daily or
avoid others like they have the plague? Don't quarantine yourself just yet—trust your own eyes!
Thanks to the help and humor of Paul Kleinman, you can learn and laugh about what you've
got and what you're coming down with, all by looking at your body. Prognoses include: Dry,
brittle hair is a symptom of hypothyroidism. Looks like you're running low on hormones or
moisturizing shampoo. . . . White patches on your feet could mean you have pitted keratolysis.
Great, so a colony of bacteria decided to move in or you forgot to use your antiperspirant
again. . . A rash from cheek to cheek could be a sign of lupus. Don't fret—your insides might be
at war with an inflammatory disease or you may just need a higher SPF . . . Drawn from real
tenets of traditional medicine, modern research, and alternative practices, this tongue-in-cheek
health guide will scratch your cyberchondriac's itch for information.
What is Philosophy? Philosophy is a social science that explores the fundamental questions of
life. It seeks to answer the following: Who am I? Why am I here? What is truth? What is reality?
What is beauty? What should I do and not do? Who is God? Philosophy Crash Course: An InDepth Overview of Histories Great Thinkers starts with what philosophy is, it's concepts,
thinkers, and much more! Be exposed to: Cicero Pythagoras Socrates Plato Aristotle Seneca
Nietzsche Karl Marx Sam Harris Behaviorism Existentialism Stoicism And much more! With
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over 50 of Histories Great Thinkers and Philosophies, this book lays the foundation of the
essentials you need to know about philosophy.
Since the beginning of time mankind has struggled with the big questions surrounding our
existence. Whilst most people have heard of Socrates, Machiavelli and Nietzsche, many are
less clear on their theories and key concepts. In The Great Philosophers, bestselling author
Stephen Law condenses and deciphers their fundamental ideas. Avoiding the technical jargon
and complex logic associated with most books on philosophy, Law brings the thoughts of these
great thinkers, from Confucius and Buddha to Wittgenstein and Sartre, to life.

Uncover the mysteries of the past with this exciting, comprehensive guide on
world history. History books are often filled with long descriptions, complex facts,
and stories that can bore even the most enthusiastic history buffs. In World
History 101 you’ll skip those tedious details and focus on engaging lessons that
will impress any kind of historian. From Julius Caesar and Genghis Khan to the
Cold War and globalization, each section takes you on an adventure through time
to discover the most important moments in history and how they shaped
civilization today. With hundreds of absorbing facts and trivia throughout, World
History 101 can help you learn more about the civilizations of the past and help
bring history to life.
Provides information about the key influences, spiritual figures, sacred stories,
traditions, doctrines, and dogmas of each of the world's major religions.
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Explore the beautiful and complex world of art! Too often, textbooks obscure the
beauty and wonder of fine art with tedious discourse that even Leonardo da Vinci
would oppose. Art 101 cuts out the boring details and lengthy explanations, and
instead, gives you a lesson in artistic expression that keeps you engaged as you
discover the world's greatest artists and their masterpieces. From color theory
and Claude Monet to Jackson Pollock and Cubism, this primer is packed with
hundreds of entertaining tidbits and works of art that you won't be able to get
anywhere else. So whether you're looking to master classic painting techniques,
or just want to learn more about popular styles of art, Art 101 has all the
answers--even the ones you didn't know you were looking for.
How posthumanist design enables a world in which humans share center stage
with nonhumans, with whom we are entangled. Over the past forty years,
designers have privileged human values such that human-centered design is
seen as progressive. Yet because all that is not human has been depleted, made
extinct, or put to human use, today's design contributes to the existential threat of
climate change and the ongoing extinctions of other species. In Things We Could
Design, Ron Wakkary argues that human-centered design is not the answer to
our problems but is itself part of the problem. Drawing on philosophy, design
theory, and numerous design works, he shows the way to a relational and
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expansive design based on humility and cohabitation. Wakkary says that design
can no longer ignore its exploitation of nonhuman species and the materials we
mine for and reduce to human use. Posthumanism, he argues, enables a
rethinking of design that displaces the human at the center of thought and action.
Weaving together posthumanist philosophies with design, he describes what he
calls things--nonhumans made by designers--and calls for a commitment to
design with more than human participation. Wakkary also focuses on design as
"nomadic practices"--a multiplicity of intentionalities and situated knowledges that
shows design to be expansive and pluralistic. He calls his overall approach
"designing-with": the practice of design in a world in which humans share center
stage with nonhumans, and in which we are bound together materially, ethically,
and existentially.
If you want to know your Socrates from your Sartre and your Confucius from your
Kant, strap in for this whirlwind tour of the highlights of philosophy. Including
accessible primers on: The early Ancient Greek philosophers and the ‘big
three’: Socrates, Plato and Aristotle Key schools of philosophy and their impact
on modern life Insights into the main questions philosophers have explored over
the years: Who am I? What is the meaning of life? Do I have free will? Practical
applications for the theories of Descartes, Kant, Wollstonecraft, Marx, Nietzsche
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and many more. This illuminating little book will introduce you to the key thinkers,
themes and theories you need to know to understand how human ideas have
sculpted the world we live in and the way we think today.
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